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BY COLLEEN WARWICK
NEWS EDITOR

eidman School of Business
will .be hosting .its fifth
annua\ Business Week to
·promote student business
organizations., and Seidman
School of Business.
As part of the-planned
activities, a fashion show, along
with the well-known raft race in
Zumberge pond, will be used to .
let other students know who and
what the business oriented
groups are about.
The Accounting Club will host
a volleyball game on Tuesday,
September 17, and The Society
for Human Resource Management
will sponsor a pizza lunch on
Wednesday. These two events
are intended to draw attention,
and raise money for Grand Valley
student business groups.
Paul McKimmy, Coordinator of
the Seidman Undergraduate
Student Services, has instilled
another new aspect into the
week. The Business Club
Bonanza, an activity similar to
Student Life Night, emphasizes
Student Business Groups and
Associations on the campus. The
activity, which will be held on
the mall Wednesday, September
18, will allow students to meet
and talk with representatives
from each student organization .
"A few of our student groups
only have one member right now,
so we are really into recruiting,"
stated McKimmy . ·

S

"I think our intent of the week ·
is to draw attention to the
Seidman School of Business and
make students aware of all the
organizations. Thisis why the
events are sponsored by the
Student Business Organizations.
This week should provide
students with information about
the groups they may be
interested in."
Business Week will also host
the Scramble Golf Tournament,
coordinated by the Delta Sigma
Pi Fraternity. The event gives
business students the opportunity
to associate with members of the
local business community. On
September 20, two Grand Valley
business students will be teamed
up with two area businessmen to
compete for various prizes.
"The goal of the scramble is to
get the Businesses students of
Grand Valley to interact with
Business Representatives of West
Michigan," said Chad Zevalkink,
President of the Delta Sigma Pi
Fraternity.
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Water Resources Institute awarded grant to
study farmland preservation
BY DAVE KRAMER
STAFF WRITER

he Water Resources
Institute (WRI) of Grand
Valley State University was
recently awarded a grant of
$97,640 from the Frey
Foundation to study farmland
and open-space preservation in
North Kent County.
Established in 1974 by the late
Edward Frey, longtime CEO of
NBD Bank, it is one of
Michigan's largest family
foundations . Frey grants are
earmarked for the protection of
natural resources, and several
other causes .
The WRI will work with the
North Kent Townships
Association, an advisory
committee to the Grand Valley
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Metropolitan Council organized
specifically to examine farmland
preservation in the area .
Celebrating its 10th
anniversary at Grand Valley, and
located in Padnos Hall, the
institute operates with the
mission "to preserve, protect, and
improve our natural resources."
"We want to see if there is
something we can do to help
determine those farms that are
critical for preservation and
develop ways to protect them,"
said Koches .
"Once we identify strategy,
then we would help developing
the details in terms of
implementing the strategy
perhaps through zoning
ordinances, purchasing of
developing rights, or
establishment of agricultural

security zones."
The recent urban growth and
development into the area has
made owners of the farmlands
wary about possible loss of
business in addition to the loss of
valuable land .
"This farmland is very unique
in that they have a lot of
orchards which are very
profitable," said Koches.
"It's a very significant and
economically viable business for
Kent County and one the people
of Northern Kent County are
very concerned about ."
Sharon Steffens, Alpine Charter
Township Supervisor and member
of the NKTA, refers to the North
Kent area "the core of the apple
industry in Michigan," noting
that 40 % of apples produced in
Michigan are grown there .

http1//www.1vsu.edu/Janthor
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Steffens owns a number of
apple orchards throughout the
area , and like many of her
neighbors, is concerned with
dwindling farmland .
"We are getting a lot more
commercial growth here as more
and more of this area is
being discovered by developers ,"
said Steffens, . She notes the
proposed plans for a new mall in
Walker .
"We feel that the pr essures (of
urban development) have
increased tremendou sly and we
need to take a stand now. If we
wait, it's going to be too late ."
According to Steffens, the most
viable option in farmland and
open space preservation would be
the purchase of development

GRANT, see page 2
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opment to create population
allocation models,
These models according to
Koches, would help disperse
sudden increases in population into home sites that
are less damaging to the
environment .
"For every house that's
built , there's a driveway
and sidewalk and paved
roads ...surfaces developed
as a consequence of residential growth," said
Koches.
"All of those things intercept and affect the hydrologic cycle",
In a normal cycle, rain ,
enters the soil directly and
is then was gradually dispersed into a nearby
stream.
,
Due to development, that
rain now hits the paved
ground of residential areas,
accelerating the speed and
volume of water that
streams receive, which
causes increased erosion of
the streams.
According to Koches, erosion plays a larger factor
than pollution in the loss of
natural habitats.
In addition, any damage
done to smaller streams
and tributaries will have a
domino effect on the larger
streams and lakes they
flow into, causing eventual
damage to the total water
system.

POLICE

BEAT
08/26/96
Larceny, Kirkhof Center,
Park!_ngMeters . Reporting
officer responded to victim
who reportedly left day
planner on top of vehicle.
Planner contained $240.00
of which planner and $50.00
was returned to department
of Public Safety. Victim is
not a GVSU student. Open.
08/27/96
Indecent Exposure,
Northwest Lot D. Reporting
officer responded to a call
from female victim who
approached a driver in_a
car who called for help .
Driver of car exposed
himself t.o victim. Officer
did a search of the area and
was unable to locate
suspect. Victim is a GVSU
student . Closed.

08/28/96
Harassing TXs. Victim
reported receiving harassing
phone calls. Reporting
officer spoke with caller
who apologized and said
that calls would stop. Both
victim and suspect are
GVSU students. Closed.
Crimes reported not
proportional to reports filed,
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NEWS
Athletic DirectorhighlightsStudent
Senate meeting with ideas tQ increase
student participation at events
BY RoBBIN MELTON
EDITOR

he Student Senate
meeting held last
Thursday, September
5, focused its attention on
increasing student support
of Grand Valley activities.
Ti~ Selgo, Athletic
Director, discussed several
plans for increasing intercollegiate support at Grand
Valley events.
Selgo hopes to seat Grand
Valley students, staff, and
families on the East side of
Robinson stands at football
games, in conjunction with
holding tailgater parties
prior to game starts.
Tailgaters t,will be held in
the Ravines parking lot,
and will feature hotdogs -

T

provided by several participating student organizations.
Selgo also wishes to have
Grand Valley ·supporters
"parade in" the football
team as they approach the
field, and the marching
band as well. There will
also be pep rallies to show
Laker spirit.
Members of Student
Senate also announced that
from 2-5pm each
Wednesday, they will hold
their Concern Tables. The
tables will be in the
upstairs lobby of Kirkhof
Center, for students to
voice their interest i issues
pertaining to Grand Valley.
"We want to hear things
about campus that Student
Senate doens't see, but can

deal with, " said Jim Class,
President of Student
Senate.
Student Senate also
announced dates for their
voter registration drive.
Students may register to
vote at Kirkhof Center on
September 9, 10, 17, 18
and 25, and at Commons
on September 11, 16 and
24. Registration will take
place between 10am-2pm
on all days.
Other areas of business
pertained to the search for
three students for the
Women's Commission, compiling a student phone
directory, and addressing
students' concern for
unclean housing and poor
lighting on campus.
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Briefly
Campus Safety Alert
Campus Safety wishes
to alert students
regarding sex surveys .
These surveys , wich
occur each year, and last
for several weeks, are
conducted over the
telephone, and are aimed
at students who live in
the residential halls.
Students are asked not
to answer any of the
questions, or to give out
any personal
information.
If you receive a call,
please report the
incident to your RA.

Accepting
nominations for
Outstanding Teacher
Award

Nominations are being
accepted from students,
alumni, and other
faculty. Last year the
honor went to Professor
Gary Richmond of the
Chemistry department.
To secure a
nomination, contact the
Academic Resource
Center at 200 Student
Services Building. The
deadline for nominations
is Tuesday, October 31.

Private funding goal
achieved
The Grand Design
2000 Campaign for
Grand Valley has
achieved its goal of
raising $15 million in
private-sector funds.
These funds allow for a
$50 million expansion of
Grand Valley's Eberhard
Center campus in :
downtown Grand Rapids.
Grand Valley officials
hope to begin
construction in the fall
of 1997, with classes
starting in the fall of
1999.

MinorityAffairsto host third
Institute ForHealingRacism

For the tenth year in a
row., Grand Valley _plans
to recognize one or more
full-time or tenure-track
faculty members for
outstanding performance
as an educator .

• De<;1,n
Williams hopes to address questions and
concerns from students pertaining to people of different
race's d·uring mandator ·y weekly scheduled me~tings

KDKSECURITY

BY LISA BRINK
STAFF WRITER

hen Don William,
Dean of Minority
Affairs, was
approached in 1994 by students whose questions
remained unanswered by
student organizations at
that time, the Institute For
Healing Racism was established.
"The first semester, it
was about 50% minority,
25% Caucasian, and about
25% other ethnic groups.
The second semester, it was
about 95% Caucasian, and
then the third and fourth
semesters, it was more
diversified," said Williams .
For the third time since
its establishment, the a
forum will be held for students to ask each other
questions, or address each
other with comments in
order to better understand
each other .

W

"The Institute For
Healing Racism is probably
one of the most exciting
programs on campus,"
explained Williams.
"It allows students to talk
to students about items .and
things that they're concerned about but have
never felt comfortable
enough to ask each other."
These questions might
stem from curiosity about
how people of different
races were raised, or they
may be based on differences
in others' appearances, such
as hair texture. The group
not only accepts such
inquiries as a way of
understanding each other
better, but it also welcomes
them .
Students might also join
the group in order to state
their personal opinions, and
even dislike, of other races,
whether or not other members agree with what they
say .

The Institute For Healing
Racism is open to all
.Grand Valley· stu ·dents with
serious interest and commitment to the forum.
However, all meetings
should be considered
mandatory.
"It is a commitment, like
a class," said Williams.
"There is no class credit,
but there is no class cost."
Williams also has other
events planned, along with
the regular meetings. The
Minority Reception in
September will be open to
all, as will the Martin
Luther King Jr. march
coming in January .
Students can sign up for
the Institute For Healing
Racism at the Minority
Affairs office located in 130
Commons. The nine weekly sessions will be held on
Wednesdays beginning
October 2 and will last
from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m.

Simulationof GraduateRecord
Examinationto be hosted by Psi/Chi
BY ANGELA VANDENBERG

STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, September
28 from 8:00am-12 :00pm,
the National Honor Society
in Psychology or Psi/Chi ,
will be hosting the Mock
GRE.
The Mock GRE is a simulation of the actual graduate record examination,
which is taken to determine acceptance into grad-

uate school.
"I think the Mock GRE is
a realistic and good practice for the real thing," said
Chris VanWyk, President of
Psi/Chi .
There will be books available for purchase to enable
participants to study for
the GRE. The books will
cost $18.00 each, and the
Mock GRE itself will cost
$8.00.
However, it should be

noted that the cost of the
exam will be waived if the
book is purchased .
"We have held the mock
GRE three years in a row
and it has been a success,"
commented Maggie
Gadomski, Psi/Chi
Treasurer .
"The students have said
it is a beneficial practice
exam . It is a small
SEE MOCK, page 16

A Divisionof DuHadway,Kendall& AssociatesInc.
KOK is currently seeking young men and women !Oserve as
security officers in the Grand Rapids a~ea.

Full and part-time positions are currently availablewith
flexible schedules.
Successfulcandidates·will also gain the following:
*Excellentwages and benefits
*Paid training, uniforms and equipment
*Excellentexperience,training and references for
careers in law enforcementand security.
for additional informationor to fill out an aplicationcontact:
DuHadway,Kendall & AssociatesInc.
50 Monroe NW Suite 430
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
Call (616) 456-0123 (Monday - Friday 9 A.M. to 5 PM .)

"What is the
Student Senate
doingfor me?"
Right now, the
Student Senate is:
• Working to create a Universit y Student Phone
Directory
• Registering student voters for November'.\· general
election
• Striving to better campus by properly a/locatinx the
$280,000 raised through the Student Life Fee.

Want to get involved?

895-2333
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N-EWS
Centeron Philanthropyand Nonprofit
Leadershipreaches out to bridgethe gap
BY RoBBIN MELTON
EDITOR

ince 1992, the Center
on Philanthropy and
Nonprofit beadership
(CPNL) has provided an
outlet foi: GVSU
staff/faculty members and
students to gain experience
in voluntarism, leadership
and philanthropy.
In a partnership with the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation,
the CPNL serves as the
only Michigan school of
higher education with this
type of program.
Nationwide, there are only
35 universities/colleges
with a similar program.
Under its newly
appointed director, Or. Dott
Freeman, the CPNL
continues to bridge the gap
between the university,

S

·

business and nonprofit
sectors.
To bridge the gap, the
CPNL operates at three
levels: teaching, research
and service.
Each level aims to
support and enhance the
education of GVSU
staff/faculty and students in
the education of
philanthropy, provide
support for research
projects, and serve as an
outlet for voluntarism.
In addition, the CPNL
provides an excellent
resource for those
interested in a Graduate
Certificate Program in
Nonprofit Leadership.
According to Dr.
Freeman, we engage in
philanthropy for several
reasons. Corporations give
in order to develop good

-----------------------------------
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public relations, and
individuals volunteer their
time, energy and money in
order to make an
improvement.
"Volunteering one's time,
skills, abilities and
resources stands as the .
essential difference between
making a living and
making a life," stated Dr.
·
Freeman .
The CPNL works from a
large database of nonprofit
associations and
organizations based in
Kent, Muskegon and
Ottawa counties.
Organizations in the
nonprofit sector range from
education and research to
international affairs. There
are over one million
nonprofit organizations in
the United States that
include
. all.· sectors
of
' . .·..
·: ~

,.
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Dr. Dott Freeniin; Director of PhllanthropyJC:enter
and Nonprofit Leadership. Photoby JenniferSeek

society.
In addition, the CPNL
also works very closely
with Volunteer GVSU, and
hopes to involve WGVU as
.it attempts to gain more
exposure.
According to Dr.
Freeman, students can gain
experience through
volunteer efforts as opposed
to professional work
experience. Students are
also encouraged to take

advantage of available
networking opportunities.
Participants are provided
with voluntarism training
through the CPNL, and are
expected to teach others
what they have learned
after completion of their
service.
"Philanthropy is marked
not by grandeur, but by
giving," concluded Dr.
Freeman.

Wednesday, Septemberl8
BusinessClubBonanzabeginsat 11:15am,GVSUMall.Joina student
business
organization!
byDeltaSigmaPi,
Pop& SqueezeBottle/PopcornSalesponsored
11:30am,GVSUMall.

PizzaLunchsponsored
bySocietyforHumanResource
Management,
11:30am,
GVSUMall.
bytheSocietyfortheAdvancement
of Management.
MeijerMotocr~ sponsored
The"BigWheels"
(literally)
willbeginracingat 12:00pmat theGVSUMall.

Seidman School of Business

Thursday, September 19

Invites you to Business Week '96 !

Executive-In-Residence,
Dr.Mebaneco-founded
Unifi,Inc.,one of theworld'slargest
producersof texturedfilaments
andspunyams. Heis currentlytheChairman

All businessmajors,includingpre-businessand
any interestedstudents,are welcome!

of the Boardand Chairmanofthe Executive
Committee.
Breakfast
Program,
7:30am,2ndfloor,EberhardCenter.

Monday, September 16
SSBT-shirts
available!
Dean'sOffice,210LakeHuronHall.
Fashion
Showsponsored
byDeltaSigmaPi,Noon,Mainsail
Kirkhof
.
ComputerVendorDisplay,2:00pm-6:00pm,1stfloorEberhard
Center.
ComputerGameTournament,2:00pm-6:00
pm,Ist floorEberhard
center.Prizes1

GrandRiverRoom.An honoraryDoctorof Business
Convocation
, 11:45am, Kirkhof
Administration
degreewillbe conferreduponDr.Mebane.
ClassroomVisitsbyDr. Mebanethroughout
thedayto speakwithfacultyandstudents.

Friday, September 20
DeltaSig Scramble,sponsoredbyDeltaSigmaPi, a 9-holegolfscramblestarting
at 11:00amat theMeadows.
Reservations
are required.

Tuesday, September 17

r-----------------------------~

Free Lunch!

:

HotDogLunchsponsored
bytheAmerican
Marketing
Association,
11:30am,KirkhofLawn.
RaftRacesponsored
byDeltaSigmaPi, 11:45am,Zumberge
Pond.

Volleyball
sponsored
bytheAccounting
Club,12:15pm,KirkhofLawn.
ContactSeidmanStudentServicesat 895-2158 formoreinformation.

This couponentitles you 10 a free hot dog at the
1
BusinessWeckHot Dog Lunchon Septembert 7 or a
I free pi~ of pizza at the Pia.a Lunch on September 18. I
Quanuucs limited.limit one couponper person. Please

I

1
1

comejoin us!

1

1

'----------------------~--------~-----------------------------~---------~
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OUR VIEW

THERIGHTWAYTODEAL

WITHA LOSS
Sometimes, the hardest thing to decide is how to deal
with handling someone's passing. It is not just a
decidedly ethical issue, but a sensitive one as well.
There are about 1000 opinions on how a newspaper
should deal with it. Was it gruesome? Was it tragic?
Who might get offended by its announcement? All of
these things factor in to what is eventually put forth to
the reader.
This was the dilemma facing the Lanthorn staff in
deciding how it should report the death of Scott Tuori,
a former writer and contributor to the Lanthorn, as
well as popular student on campus.
For those who knew Tuori, the news had most likely
reached them by the time this issue had gone to print.
For those who knew of him, it may come as a shock.
Those are the inherent risks one takes in announcing
such news.
While a newspaper such as the Lanthorn does not
necessarily like to break such news, the fact remains
that it has to be done. When it's one of our own, the
that much more difficult.
situation becomes
If you look· at page 12, you will see that we have put
Mr. Tuori right next to his frequent column, the
Pigskin Prophets. Rather than try to explain all the
circumstances surrounding his death, it was the
Lanthorn's view that it should be in the form of a
personal aside, maybe just how Scott would have
wanted it.
The drawing illustrates two of the things that he
loved most: Football and Basketball. The characters are
meant to illustrate just what those who knew him
would feel like, and certainly not to make some sort of
cartoon out of this . tragedy.
Perhaps the greatest thing about Scott was his
ability to make the best out of given situation, one of
the things that made him so well liked around the
Lanthorn offices. It is tough to find a fitting tribute.
We certainly hope we have done him justice.

~DC~'~
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THEOPTIONTOCHOOSE
As we enter the new school year, seemingly at the
speed of light, we should take the time to look at
ourselves, and judge the importance of how we spend
our time, both inside and outside of the classroom .
This year, at Grand Valley1 it is the 'Year of the
Volunteer.' Organizations and several departments are
begging students to get up off their laurels in order to
help out their 'cause.'
Granted that if one chooses to participate in any of
these activities, it looks good on the resume . But how
can we expect to make a decision as to what group(s)
with which to give our time, energy and talents?
Grand Valley offers so many different options for us,
it is nearly impossible to weed out the good from the
bad. Or can we assume that because said organizations
our affiliated with the university, it's all good?
Whatever we choose to do with our free time is our
business . However, whatever you choose not to do,
especially if you have skills that someone can use, is
everybody's business . Why don't you stop complaining
about what you don't like, and pitch in to help fix it?!
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TakingBackHistory
BY JAMES CLASS
STUDENT SENAn:
PRESIDENT

good does worrying do? All
it does is nurture anxiety,
and allows angst to rule
over-us. If we are to carve
have a dream ...one of
out our future, we need to
which I have dreamt
control our emotions, not
vice versa.
many a day. I dream
To ignore the future, we
that students will arise one
day and become creators of will remain slaves of the
clock, slaves of history, and
their own future.
By creating we give form of political power. But
when we think about the
to the formless; we take
future and its relation to
our jumbled ideas and
transform them into cogent our lives, we take hold of
the reins of history in our
arguments; we take the
personal, intellectual, and
chaotic and make it
political lives.
beautiful.
We cannot just go to
In our daily lives, we
class ...we need to think of
often realize that the
classes as intellectual
chaotic lack of organization
adventures. We are going
we call a "schedule" leaves
somewhere, and each class
us as slaves of the clock.
helps prepare us for that
Thus arises a mentality of
destination.
entrapment ...a mentality
In the same sense, we as
which prevents us from
a society have a destination
acting effectively.
But we can overcome this too. In my dream, the
Student Senate merges a
when we see that life is
vision of the future with
how we determine it to be.
the reality of the present to
If we quit worrying, for
instance, we escape at least produce direction for an
three hours in a day. What active society.

I

The Student Senate can
look toward the future, but
it needs people who still
dream and try to build the
future out of those dreams.
I hope students realize
that controlling their lives
not only brings happiness
to themselves, but to
society. The more people
think of the future, the
better it will be. The
Student Senate is
committed to the future
while acting in the present.
But we need active
people to make this dream
come true. So ask yourself:
Will I let classes and stress
and all these demands
overtake me? Or will I
structure them; will·I
determine my own path;
will I share my vision with
others?
I hope all your dreams
come true .
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CAMPUS LIFE
Lakerfest '96 touted as huge success
BY ANA BYE
STAFF WRITER

housands of students
turned out for the
Laker Festival outside
the Kirkhof Center last
Wednesday. The event
kicked off the second week
· of the 1996 Laker Daze.
Formerly called the
Merchant Fair, the Laker
Festival showcased local
music talent, nonprofit
organizations, and
businesses. Seen as a
continuation of Campus Life
Night, local businesses
displayed their wares, and
in some cases applications
for employment.
"We really wanted this to
be the seco_nd start up for
school, with the Labor Day
holiday coming right after
the beginning of school,"
said Jay Cooper, Associate
Director of Student Life.
"The nice weather and
concert really made the

T

festival bigger than it was
in previous years,"
continued Cooper .
In addition to a flurry of
music, freebies, sales, the
festival also included a lostand-found sale sponsored by
the GVSU Habitat for
Humanity, and
Lakerpalooza, an all-day
concert featuring Milkhouse
as the main act.
Alternative rock group
Three Wheel Horse, and
Grand Valley's own Handsel
and Gretel also performed.
A number of student
organizations passed out
flyers, frisbees, and food,
and everyone from religious
organizations to athletic
teams had tables set up on
the sidewalks surrounding
the Carillon Tower to
attract students with
similar interests.
The largest focal point
was the Habitat for
Humanity lost-and-found

sale, in which students
raised nearly $300 by
buying last year's lost-andfound items. Although only
a frac_tion of the $20,000 ·
needed to build a new
house, Cooper stated that
the money goes a long way.
"The money raised didn't

Thursday,

come close to $20,000, but
the students were generous
this year," said Cooper. ·
A big-top tent was raised
on the lawn outside of
Kirkhof Center, providing
shade for students, and a
chance to relax to -music
provided by the live bands.
"The concert certainly
helped this come off," said
Cooper.

September

12, 1996

"During Milk.house there
were as many as 100 people
under the tent at a time,"
continued Cooper.
Due to the food, the
music, and the crowds, the
. Laker Festival sponsors
were left feeling optimistic
when all was said and done.
"I think this was · the most
successful Laker Festival
yet," added Cooper :

Students enjoy one of the many planned activities of Lakerfest '96. Photo byJenniferSeek.

Students to be exposed to activities to boost athletic interest
• Directorof Sports and Marketing,and Athletic Director aim to boost student participation and
enthusiasmat events through tailgaters,games, and new seating arrangementsfor Lakers
BY DAVE KRAMER

student body. It's also
faculty and staff"
According to Odejewski, a
D ob Odejewski, Director of former Grand Valley
.IlASportsMarketing and
Asrociate Football coach, at
Promotions, and Tim Selgo,
the center of his plans is
the Athletic Director, plan to
Ferris State University.
improve the atmosphere for
"I look at our rivalry with
students attending Grand
Ferris as the key to athletics
Valley sporting events.
at Grand Valley," said
Odejewski interviewed
Odejewski.
GVSU student organiultions
"How many times after the
and, to find ways to get more Michigan-Michigan State
students to start attending · game have you seen a
more games.
Michigan fan get (ticked) off
Their first attempt came
after a loss? They're
last Saturday with the
(ticked)!," he continued.
football team's home opener
"Me, personally, I hate
against St. Francis. A
Ferris State. I do. When
student tailgate area opened
our student body get.a (ticked)
before the game, with other
off about losing to Ferris
promotions aimed at students
State, we1l know we're there .
occw-ring throughout the
We11know we've made it ."
game.
The Grand Valley Laker
Odejewski and Selgo both
football team hosts Ferris
agree that they must improve State on Sept . 21 at 1:30 p.m.
the school's niche in the
at Lubbers Stadium . Grand
Grand Rapids sporting event
Valley hopes to end a fourmarket. Tu do that, they
year winless streak against
must start in their own
the Bulldogs. Odejewski
backyard .
hopes they do it in front of a
"If we want the West
packed Arend D. Lubbers
Michigan area to be
Stadium .
enthusia.stic about Grand
Improving student
Valley and Grand Valley
involvement with Laker
athletic s, we have 14,600
athletics was at the top of
students that we have to get
Selgo's agenda after being
fired up from within first,"
named the new Athletic
said Odejewski.
Director last year .
"We have to get Grand
"One of my first priorities
Valley excited about Grand
is to get the people on
Valley, and that's not just the campus excited about our
STAFF WRITER

athletic programs," said
Selgo. "I think the
atmosphere surrounding
college athletics begins with
college students."
Following this credo, the
athletic department went to
work last Saturday. New
promotions included; a
tailgating area near the
Ravine apartments, with free
food;a change in student
seating at Lubbers Stadium;
a newly named mascot, Louie
the Laker; the Laker
Olympics; and a Laker Kids
Club, for the next generation
of GVSU fans.
"We wanted to give
students a place to gather
before the game in a party
atmosphere," said Odejewski.
"We want to get the

Students receive information

enthusiasm rolling up within
the student body and let
college students be college
students."
Odejewski plans to
coordinate a tailgate party
with different campus
organizations for each home
game, providing free foodand
a party atmosphere fur fans
attending. Last Saturday,
the residential housing
association offered free hot
dogs.
The seating change means
Grand Valley students will
have their own place · to
cheer. The student section
moved across the field to the
east side of the stadium, into
the former visitor section .
The new arrangement gave
students a perfect view of the

initial Laker Olympics.
The games feature five
student houses - the Ravines,
the Living Centers, and
Copeland, Kistler, and
Robinson Halls, in a seasonlong battle fur points based
on order of finish.
The event.a, held at the end
of the first and third
quarters, included the batspin relay and three-legged
race, in time for the next
home game. The winner will
be presented with a trophy at
the Oct. 26 game against
Saginaw Valley.

PROMOTIONS,see page 7

about VolunteerGVSU! groups. Photo courtesy by JenniferSeek.

Creativepresentations by VolunteerGVSU! GVstudents participate in
used to attract more volunteers
one of several blood drives
BY MICHELE PAGE
STAFF WRITER

lunteer!GVSU kicked
ff its start with an
pen house on
September 5 at the CookDewitt Center, featuring 13
organimtions for student.a to
participate in.
These orgaruuitions allow
students to give their time
and talents in many ways
without spending a lot of

V:

money.
Each organization
presented infurmation on
their group's goals and
objectives for the upcoming
year. Some groups also
allowed fur audience
participation .
Project Able used two
volunteers from the audience
to demonstrate what it would
be like to live with arthritis .
The volunteers were
instructed to button a shirt

while their fingers were
taped
The Environment used four
audience members to play wiB
this recyclable?'
Along with Project Able
and the Environment, other
organizations use student
volunteers to read to children
and entertain the elderly .
Volunteer!GVSU began in
1990 and has approximately
200 students who volunteer .

BY DAN MOORE
LIFE EDITOR

30% shortage in blood

lunteer GVSU!
hosted it.s first Blood
Drive of the year in
conjunction with the Ottawa
County Red Cross Monday .
Student.s, faculty, and
staff turned out to produce
109 pint.a of blood for the
Red Cross. Last September
donors produced 125 pints .
The Red Cross is

according to Ottawa County
Director Karen Fritz La
Barge .
"We fell behind during the
July and August months,
and have big shortages in 0
negative and O positive
blood, n said La Barge .
Volunteer GVSU! will host
three more drives, in
November, January, and
April.

CAMPUS

currently

experiencing a
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HigherHorizonsto hold infcirmation
session for potential volunteers

PROMOTIONS,from

page 6

Odejewski hopes that all
promotions will become the
this program,they can
standard for Grand Valley
either attend the information students in future years,
and that students will add
session to be held on
their own.
September 14 at 106
"I think this can catch on
Student Services from 6and
help us develop a
8pm, or they may contact
tradition,"
said Odejewski.
Higher Horizons at 846"Look at a school like
5880.
Notre Dame, the traditions
The information sess(on
they have on their campus.
will entail applications,
Now, we're not Notre
training, and how volunteers Dame, we're far from being
can be matched with
· a Notre Dame, but we can
children.
also have traditions."

BY RoBBIN MELTON
EDITOR

volunteer as well.
The "littles" who are
exposedto the college
setting may see college as a
or the past six years,
future option for themselves.
Higher Horizons, a
The "bigs" who may have
volunteer program
left younger siblings or
similar to the Big
relatives behind in order to
Brother/Big Sister program,
come to Grand Valley, can
has used Grand Valley
develop a friendship with a
students to reach out to
child as a little
children in need.
brother/sister-away-fromHigher Horizons, an
home.
organization based in Grand
"For kids to be exposed to
Haven, provides a volunteer
the Grand Valley campus is
service for children who
such a wonderful
need the friendship of an
experience," said Harrison.
adult, and a role model in
''This is positively the
the Ottawa County area.
most effective way to reach
Typically, one third of the
the children."
volunteers used by Higher
Volunteers must be 18
Horizons are comprised of
years old, have a car, and
Grand Valley students .
"Higher Horiwns has been have between two and six
hours a week to spend with
instrumental in helping us
their Little Brother/Sister.
develop our own Big
Volunteers are also able to
Brother/Sister-type program,"
choose
the child they wish to
said Jay Cooper, Associate
work with, based on a
Director of Student Life. photograph, biographical
"We wanted to create a
information, interests, and
program that was more
geographical location.
accessible."
Although fr"'e activities are
According to Gail
encouraged, Higher Horizons
Harrison, using student
also provides social
volunteers from Grand
Valley provides for a rich
activities.
For those students who are
experience for not only the
interested
in participating in
children, but for the
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FlowerPowerweekend is a success
•As one of the weekend's highlights, 1964 Tribute gives dancing crowd a Beatles experience they .won't soon forget
BY MARY GRAFF
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

nder a tent
housing Friday
night's last
"Flower Power" event of
the day, the dancing crowd
eagerly awaited a travel
through time as a couple
of '80s tunes from
R.E.M. and Dire
Straits slowly led the
audience back to the
fab-ulous '60s.
Soon after the
pre-recorded music
faded away, a group
of four lads brandishing British 'accents
and authentic Beatles
haircuts took to the
stage. The band 1964 is
comprised of John, Paul,
George, and Ringo; that is,
the four musicians look and
sound like the original
members of The Beatles.
The group started off the
show with "I Saw Her
Standing There" and continued playing Beatles hits
all the way through the
rare performance, including
popular favorites like

U

"Help," "Can't Buy Me
Love," and "Yellow Submarine."
Members of 1964's large
audience remained rather
sedate at the beginning of
the show, possibly trying to

...

·,.· -· ~~

· ,,,,..

convince themselves that
what they were seeing
wasn't actually the original
Beatles in action. But the
crowd soon warmed up to
the "British" act when
"John" asked for audience
participation during "Eight
Days A Week." The crowd
agreed and, as requested,

began clapping and singing ·
during the chorus.
·
"A Hard Day's Night"
·and 'Twist and Shout"
were also big crowd
pleasers as listeners got
into the '60s groove. A few
brave souls near the back
of the tent even engaged in

Grand Valley last weelcend.
1964 kept up the Beatles'
persona and good reputation for close to two hours.
It was the closest most of
us will ever be to hearing
live Beatles music as it
was originally performed.
And fortunately for Friday's
crowd, the four members of
1964 are pretty close to the
real thing.
·

EastownStreet Fairreturns to GRwith a
variety of music, arts, and crafts for all
performs at the Street Fair,
the innovative alternative
rock of Milkhouse will take
he annual Eastown
over, followed by Mustard
Street Fair will bring
Plug, the group ending the
art, food, and music
Stage One set for the
to Wealthy St. in Grand
evening .
Rapids on September 21.
Each of the Stage Two
At the start of the day,
bands will perform every
the Calder City Brass Band half hour, beginning with
will give an introductory
Oscar and Laurie at
performance and Mayor
12:30 p.m. Next is a
Logie will make an appear1:30 p.m. performance by
ance . Fourteen bands will
Mary Anne Rivers, who
also be performing at the
founded the Eastown Street
fair on Saturday from 12:00 Fair 23 years ago. Rivers'
to 7:10 p.m.
folk singing will serve as
The Torpedos will start
an appropriate addition to
up the series of Stage One
the lineup .
bands at noon. They'll be
At 2:30 p.m., Otter
followed twenty minutes
Loonacy will have a turn
later by Karmic, then at
at entertaining the audi2:00 pm, catch the Dangerence , followed by The Folk
ville Wildcats, and at 3:00
Lizards , Blue Absense,
p.m., Domestic Problems ,
Nectar, and the final show
whose diver se folk/funk
for the day, Troll For Trout.
music make s th f'rn
Even though perforextrem ely popu lar in W1.:st manc es have been delegatMichigan.
ed to two separate stages,
At 4:00 p.m. Daddy Long
the shows will only overlap
Legs will take the stage .
by ten minutes so that anyHere's a group with an
one wishing to see all of
interesting past.
the bands can attend at
A few members of Daddy
least thirty minutes of each
Long Legs were once in a
performance .
group called Bop Harvey,
In addition to the music,
which opened for Bill
visitors to the Eastown
Clinton in East Lansing in
Street Fair can enjoy food
1992, and again in Ann
from various booths, clown
Arbor . The President -to-be
acts , the ECA barbecue pit,
was impressed by their
or they can spend their
music; he declared · 1hat if
time pouring over arts and
he won the election , he
crafts , incl~ding the large
would have Bop Harvey
oil paintings of Chri s
play at his inaugural. Th e
Schroeder . The younger
group was flown to
crowd may also prefer the
Washington D.C. shortly
events at the children's
thereafter to do just that.
stage .
After Daddy Long Legs
BY LISA BRINK

STAFF WRITER

T

Supporters of the
Eastown Street Fair
include Eastown Business
Association, Aquinas
College, who helped finance
the fair, and WGRD radio,
which will also be providing a mystery headliner .
Proceeds from the Street
Fair will help members of
the Eastown Community
directly with home maintenance for those who cannot
afford it, and community
involvement projects to
help children occupy their
time wisely and safely .
The Eastown Street Fair
still needs volunteers.
Contact Scott Potter at 4548067 for more information .

"Psycho;'ana "CreatureFrom the Black lagoon" produced a
good tumoutfor Sunday night's drive-in movie at Robinso11Field.
Photo by JenniferSeek

"Closer To The Sun" performed at Afterwards Coffee House on Sunday night. The
bandconsists of Rod Jones on the saxophone, Eric VanTimmerenon guitar, Eric
Hendricksen on bass, Tim Church on the drums, and Tracy Therrian on the vocals.
-Photoby JenniferMoore
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ShakespeareFestivalhosts Arts& LiteratureCompetition
~be JLantborn ARTS

•Students have a good chance at winning up to $100
need another way to get
involved."
The contest's participants
vary from year to year.
Although the last two
Literary Competition winners were English majors,
there were entries submitted by students from a
r,,i ;,;c;,;:\ivariety of disciplines .
"History and philosophy
classes usually write
about Renaissance topics
as well, so we've gotten
papers from a wide range
of people," said Miller.
The contest judges
would like to have more
entrants from all areas of
study, Miller said. Because
the Shakespeare Festival is
in its third year and the
contest is relatively new,
there has never been a
problem with too many
BY ANNE COOPER
entries, she commented.
STAFF WRITER
"Even though the contest
judges are very exacting in
what they want," Miller
o enter or not to
said. "They're also very
enter? ...that is the
pleased to get more entries.
question.. The 1996
Grand Valley Shakespeare
Students have a good
Festival Arts and
chance, with a young
contest like this, to sucLiterature Competition is
ceed, and we'd like more
now upon us.
people to feel like they're
The c~mpetition includes
encouraged to submit, and
categories of Literature,
not to be intimidated ."
Music, Theatre, and Fine
Contest judging is
Arts. Submissions should
approached differently
relate to Shakespeare, his
every year, but judges usuworlc, or the Elizabethan
period.
·
ally include a faculty member/expert and at least one
Cash prizes of $100, $75,
and $25 will be awarded to student judge.
"We try to get students
the First, Second, and
Third Place winners in
involved at both ends,
being the contestants and
each category. Entries in
also being the judges,"
the Literature category,
including poetry and
Miller explained.
In general, Miller stated
critical essays, should not
that the contest judges are
exceed 1500 words .
looking for excellence and
According to Professor Jo
creativity .
Miller in the English
"A successful entry will
Department, one of the
have the qualities of excelmain goals of the competilence in its field," Miller
tion is to give students a
said . "But beyond that, the
way of being active in the
successful entries will be
festival.
"Theatre students, in par- the ones that get to the
ticular, can act in the plays heart of what Shakespeare
and his times were all
and work on the stage
crew," Miller said . "But
about.
"And, of course, it's about
students who aren't
involved in the theatre
different things for different

T

RIAN'S BOOI(s
YOUR ALTERNATIVE TEXTBOOK SOURCE

DAILY
BUYBACK
NEXT TO THE WATERTOWER

people. What a successful
entry can show is what it
was about for t_his writer or
this artist. If a student has
a sort of personal experience with the topic, or with
the issue that they're writing about or singing or performing, then that's what I
mean by getting at the
heart of what it was about.
They've experienced it in
an important way, and that
experience comes through
in their work."
All literature entries
must be submitted to Jo
Miller in the English
Department, 107 Lake
Superior Hall, by 5:00 p.m.
Friday, September 20. The
Fine Arts and Theatre
(Design) entries must be
delivered to Cook-DeWitt
between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m.
Music and Theatre
(Performance) entrants
must be ready to perform
in the Cook-DeWitt Center
between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m.
on Friday, September 20.
The awards will be
presented at a reception for
all participants on Sunday,
September 29, in the CookDeWitt Center . The First,
Second, and Third Place
Literature, Music, and
Theatre Performance
entrants will read or perform their winning pieces
at the reception. Art work
will be exhibited at the
Cook-DeWitt through
October 7.

·

Grand Valley

State University
Healt
rvices .

$15 for GVSU s
$20 for GVSU s

$25 forG

oused on campus
living off cam.pus
ty and staff

(extra costs need to be applied for additional tests or lab work)

Services: Treatment for minor injuries and illness
Coughs/Colds
Strep/Mono
Routine Physicals
Injuries/Lacerations
Paps/GYN Exams
Birth Control/ SID Screening
Flu Shots/fB Tests
Lab/Xray/EKG/Rx's also
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St. Francis

Saints Alive!!

31
GVSU

20

Thursday, September l2, 1996

St. Francis stuns GVSU in home
opener, as Lakers falter in the final
two quarters

AstunnedJasonTricecrouchesIndisbeliefat the realizationof a secondlaker defeatthis ye3!~De'Plte,b1,ln1
.toutedhighlyon defense,t~e laken -haveslippedto 0-2; with one loss Inthe
conference.Theywillhaveto take on AshlandInOhioon Saturday.PJwto by C.D. Burge.
MIFC
BY C.D. BURGE
SPO,RTSEDITOR

this game defensively," said
senior defensive lineman
Matt Potter. "I don't think
there is any other way to
look at it."
Grand Valley held St.
Francis to nine points until
late in the third quarter.
Offensively, sophomore
quarterback threw for 260
yards, and three receivers
had over 50 yards receiv-

rand Valley certainly
didn't expect the season to start out this

G

way .
The College of St. Francis
Saints didn't care, however,
as they dropped GVSU, 3120 at Lubbers Stadium
Saturday .
The loss, which was the
first ever to the Saints, put
the Lakers at 0-2 for the
first time since 1988.
The Lakers gave up 334
total yards to their first
Midwest Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (MIFC)
foe, almost 100 more than
the previous week against
Division I-AA Southwest
Texas State.
In addition , the defense
gave up nearly six yards a
play .
"We beat ourselves totally

ing.

The hard part of the
game came for GVSU on
the ground.
"When you get up by
more than one score, you've
got to control the ball a little bit," said Fox, who was
sacked 9 times on the day.
"We needed to take the
wind out of them a bit , and
we were unable to do that."
The Lakers managed 30
yards rushing on the day,
and 56 yards were lost on
sacks .

The key to the game,
however, was late
turnovers. GVSU coughed
the ball up three times in
the second half, and St .
Francis took advantage
with big plays .
"I thought that there
were a number of key plays
that they made that we
didn't," said Laker head
coach Brian Kelly . "We
gave up big play runs, just
go down the list."
The Saints scored on two
passes of 24 yards apiece ,
and a run of 40 yards by
tailback Michael Vantassel.
Vantasse1 had 68 yards on
the day .
"They came out more
physical this year," Potter
noted . "They really got us
on a few big plays. That's
what killed us . We didn't
match up with that very
well."
Kelly was more concerned

about Brian
Vanderluitgaren, the Saint's
quarterback.
"We didn't do a very good
job of containing the quarterback and keeping him
within the defense," Kelly
explained. "They did a good
job of keeping our quarterback inside the perimeter
of our offensive structure;
We did not, and consequently, the kid made some
big plays."
The loss leaves GVSU in
the predicament of most
likely having to win out to
make the playoffs.
Next up will be a pivotal
road game at Ashland, who
is coming off a 35-20 win
at Michigan Tech last
Saturday.
It will be a big game
against a team that is
expected to be challenging
for the MIFC title.
"We've got to play with

the guys we've got," Kelly
said . "Obviously, from a
coaching standpoint, we
have to sit down and evaluate what we're doing .
"If there's a better way to
do it, we11 search and find
it out. If it's just a matter
of players making plays,
then we're going to have to
fight through some growing
pains until we get there ."
Regardless, the next few
weeks will go a long way
in determining where
Grand Valley ends up this
season .
"We're trying to gear up
the offense, and move th e
football," Fox said . "There
were some plays that I didn't make , some that other
guys didn't make.
"When it comes to the big
picture, I would say that
we just didn't get the job
done."
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Altho~gh tp.e team will
be cen~red . around young

talent, cDach..Bill Friberg is

, hoping fu see a lot of
improvement from the

1

is
Grand Valley record holder
in the SK and will help
provide some much needed

leadership .
.Friberg _is also counting

dropped 42 points from the
score.

also being counted on -to · ;. the title. Jim Wardie ofthe
This time; Western
add · to the mu.
University of Western
Ontario place the top two
AB for their first event,
Ontario went home with
runners, as Angela Schwan
th~- Sagifutw Valley State
top honors.
see CROSS·COUNTRY,
Invitational, Elliot _placed
The women were lecl b;y
e 11
'~
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Lady golfers look for
more experienced year
BY C.D. BURGE
SPORTS EDITOR

ast year was one of
new experiences and
situations for the
GVSU women's golf team.
This year, however, they
look to gain some significant ground in only their
second campaign.
The Lakers, who open up
at the Tri-State Lady
Thunder Invitational in
Indian on Saturday, are
relying on some key
returnees to make this
campaign a more successful
one.
"Experience will make a
lot of difference," said
Jennifer Zielinski, the team
assistant. "With some of
the girls we have, we know
more of what to expect
now."
Head coach Patti Butcher
has four players returning,
all among the top scorers
last year. Senior Tina Cox
along with sophomores
Chrissy Moul, Jennifer
Lackey, and Liz Zainea,
. will be relied upon for leadership.
"I don't think the lack of
experience hurt us last
year," said Zielinski, "but
girls like Tina Cox, will be
depended upon, because
they have more experience
than anyone else."
The Lakers have four
new players, including
three freshmen. Senior
Cindy Knuth is the only
upperclassmen among firstyear players Bethany Aho,
Tara Hamo, and Beth
Simnitch .
Zielinski felt that there
wouldn't be too much pressure on the new girls right
away .
"I don't think there's any
high pressure to play, just

L

to improve and make a
contribution," she said.
Grand Valley will get a
long look at them this
year, but will be tested
I
early. Of their five meets
this fall, four will most
likely include a few
I
Division-I schools.
1
The key for them this
year, however, is Ferris
State .
"The rivalry with Ferris
is big," Zielinski explained.
"They're a school that has
a Pro Golf Management
program, so it's always
good to get a win against
them."
Oakland University is
another team that GVSU
will look to contend with,
but the goals for the season
are fairly simple.
"The biggest thing for us
is to play the way that we .
can play," Zielinski said .
"We just want to improve
our game. Patti is really
emphasizing the short
game, so these little things
will be important."
Meanwhile, men's golf
has been active in fall play
as well, but not how they
probably hoped.
The team finished last
out of five teams Friday iii
the Saginaw Valley State
Fall Invitational. Top Great
Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference
(GLIAC) power Oakland
took first, with a combined
304 strokes .
GVSU finished with a
322 (18 behind the top
score), but did manage to
place fourth in the individual competition. Gerard
Gessner shot a 75, one
stroke off the pace set by
four players .
Gessner was the only
Laker to shoot below 80 for
the day .
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Register
to Vote!!

-------

You are 18, a college student, bright enough to read
this ad, and you probably don' t inhale. SO,

What are you waiting for?
Registerat: (1OAM-2PM)
Kirkhof Center
Tuesday (9/17)
Wednesday (9/18)
Wednesday (9/25)
Commons :
Monday (9/16)
Tuesday (9/24)

•Or stop by the Student
Senate office anytime .
SENATES@RIVERIT GVSU EDU
OR By Phone 89~ -2333

I
I
I
I
I

.........

~

See,:allll>lls
r:01np11tcr
store
for details.

Increase the peace.
Register to Vote with
.tudentSenateo

I
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software
. Buya ThinkPad
andyou'llget
BuyanIBMPC340or350 reference
95andLotusSmartsuite
. Youcanalsotake
desktop
computer
andan Windows

ofspecial
student.
faculty
andstafffinancing
Kit.And advantage
IBMMultimedia
IBM-LOAN
forinformation
. Hurry,
visit
you'llgeta CDsoftware Justcall1-800-4
computer
store
package
thatincludes
Windows
95, LotusSmartSuite
. yourcampus
NetscapeNavigator
, World Book Multimedia todayAfterall. no onelooks
apron
Encyclopedia
andthelnfopedia
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of essentialgoodinacheckered
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·tri ute to
Scott Tuori

Pigskin Prophets attempt to save their faces
WITH C.D. BURGE, THEALLKNOWLEDGABLENEWMSTER, AND THE BLEACHER

8.Michigan, Miami, UM
9.Texas, UM, Notre Dame
IO.Alabama, BYU, BYU

CREATURES

... AND NOW TO THIS
oming back strong
WEEK'S MATCHUPS ...
again! The Prophets
have already gone OMichigan at Colorado
fer for one game (Syracuse
Burge: This game stiil
and N. Carolina), and
haunts me. It's in my
homered on the other
dreams, it's in my
(MSU and Nebraska). It's
thoughts. I will never like
no wonder that Las Vegas
Michael Westbrook. This
doesn't admit we exist!
game's all about revenge.
Regardless, for you fans,
Michigan by six.
we must press on. Things
Newmster: Who can forare shaping up early on in get Kordell Stewart's Hail
Mary to beat Michigan two
the season. With
years ago, despite the fact
Northwestern being the
that it's shown more than
only major team to take it
on the chin, our job should the movie "Airplane" on
be easy, right?
the USA network? I believe
Just wait 'till you look at that Iron's mettle (get it?)
the Creatures' Top Ten list . will steal the victory from
It's living proof that a 24the gold and black.
Creatures: Koy Detmer
pack of Milwaukee's Best is
cheaper than we thought;
will play the role of
it's the only way to explain Madonna this week by getthese attempts at wisdom.
ting ~acked repeatedly .
Dreisbach will lead the
TOP TEN
Wolverines to the promised
(Burge, Newmster,
land, a place where Elvis
Creature)
failed to take them.
I.Nebraska, Neb., Tenn.
Michigan by 7.
2.Florida St., Tenn., Neb.
Vir. Tech at Boston Col
3.Tenn., Fla St., Florida
Burge: Virginia Tech may
4.Florida, Fla, Colorado
not be as good as adver5.Colo., Ohio St., Fla. St. tised this year. I like their
6.OSU, Penn St, Penn St back Stith, but they need
7.Penn St., Colo., N Car. to score more than 21

C

This has definitely not
been the best of times at
the Prophets, or the
Lanthorn for that matter.
We recently learned that a
good·friend, Scott Tuori
died just . a couple of weeks
. ago.
For those not in the
know, Scott was a parttime writer and full-time
contributor to the Pigskin
Prophets. In addition, he
worked in the language lab

and Sports Information
office, where he helped
Laker athletics during the
Sports Information
Director's changeover.
For those that knew
Scott, he will be missed.
For those that read his wit
and wisdom, they will miss
his weekly contributions .
For us Prophets personally,
we will miss having him
around; he was a friend to
all, and a great guy.

points against Akron.
Eagles by four.
Newmster: Dan Henning,
BC's coach, looks eerily
similar to my first physics
teacher. With that in mind,
the general volatility of the
Eagle's ·coach will rise in
proportion to the number of
times the Hokie's mass
accelerates past his defenders. Tech by 14.
Creatures: The Eagles
have a solid offense returning, and should put some
points on the board; but
Jim Drukenmiller will lead
the orange-clad Huskies to
victory. Tech by 16.

Iowa State at Iowa
Burge: Sedrick Shaw,
Iowa's big-time playmaking
back, should get some votes
for Big Ten player of the
year. Hayden Fry should
get a lot of votes for Big
Ten jerk of the year. Iowa
by 20.
Newmster: This Hayden
has no Luther to coach his
defense, but they11 still be
able to stop Troy Davis
from doing any damage.
Iowa by 13.
Creatures: Fry is one of
the best coaches in the Big
Ten, but that doesn't matter, because Iowa State
stinks. Hawkeyes by 24.

ormer
GVSU QB signs with CPL
BY C.D. BURGE
BPORTSEDITOR

Tired of Cafeteria or
Fast Food -Meals?

risit
theGrand
Opening
Celebration
of
COUNTRY CUPBOARD
Featuring breakfasts under $3.00
$4.00

Many lunch items under
Show us your student I.D. & get a FREEcoke or
coffee with any purchase of

$5.00 or more.

o.r those who had
always thought that
K wame' ·McKinnon
woulc;i
_la,id in th~ pr()S,
~ur prognosticatiorui have
proven correct. . ... .
Lastyear•s 12th-ranked
offe.n.siveplayer in Division
landed job . the
C~adian Football League's
Montreal ·Alouettes.
McKinnon, th&. quarter-

F

n has

a on

back who led the Laker.sto

an s~aseason last year,
latched on with the
Alouette's practice squad.
"It's' a great situation,"

Check out our new Autumn menu featuring
·
·
·
·

Pumpkin Pecan Pancakes
Ranch Hand Burgers
Oreo Cookie Desserts
Turkey Dinner Fillet

Theseareall mealsjust likemom usedto cook!

COUNTRY CUPBOARD
•
aim

McKinnon said. "This gives
me a chance to play, and a
chance to show my ability."
The last few months had
been trying, however.
McKinnon had supposedly been promised a tryout
with the NFL's
Jacksonville Jaguars, but
it never materialized.
That's when McKinnon
switched .agents.
"l took ,on Bobby
McAllister as my agent,"
McKinnoI).said. "He did a
great job. Just made a couple of phone calls, and
there I was."
McAllister is a former

1ee McKINNON,
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PHYSICAL
llfFRAPY
INTHE

AIRFORCE.

Discover a challenging, rewarding future
that puts you in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional development
with great pay and benefits, normal
working hours, complete medical and
dental care, and 30 days vacation with pay
per year. Learn how to qualify as an Air
Force physical therapist. Call
USAF HE.ALTII PROJl'ESSIONS
TOLi.PREE
1-800-423-USAP

S :PORTS .
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Women's netters start strong, move
up to eleven in the country
BY DOUGLAS LIPINSKI
STAFF WRITER

he great start continued for the lady
Lakers as they captured the Lewis
Invitational in Joliet,
Illinois, this past weekend.
After taking the first
three matches in Florida,
they ran into defending
national champions Barry
University, which is ranked
first in the country.
That loss inspired a week
of intense practice that carried over into the Lewis
Invitational. The Lakers
continued their winning

T

ways by beating up on
Winona State, then stepping it up two more notches against Montana State
(15-3, 15-4, 15-13).
Freshman sensation
Alicia Hartl had eight kills
out of nine attempts in the
match.
The next victim in the
Lakers pursuit to the title
match was Wisconsin
Parkside (15-13,15-9,15-12).
" I thought our kids
played extremely hard and
made things happen", said
head coach Deanne
Scanlon.
The real test was yet to
come, as the Lakers took

·on Lewis in the title match
of the tournament.
It turned out to be a
marathon, going all five
games. In the fifth game
the Lakers wouldn't be
denied as they won 21-19.
"We were neck and neck
the whole day", said
Hodges. Junior setter
Jessica Ping had 59 assists
against Lewis.
Senior Jenni Thatcher
had another strong weekend, picking up her second
all-tournament team selection in as many weeks.
Jessica Ping and her 152
assists were also named to
the all-tournament team.

The Lakers (7-1) are
ranked 11th in the nation,
moving up after the big
win over Lewis.
But it won't get any easier for Scanlon's squad, as
they take on IndianaPurdue Fort Wayne,
Northern Kentucky,
Southern Illinois and
University of Indianapolis
this upcoming weekend.
GVSU won't see home
court until October.
" This is a tough weekend, because it is · the weekend before conference
starts," Ping said, "and we
need to close out with a
good record.n

PAIDADVERI1SEMENT

YOU WON'T WANT TO -MISS THE 23rd ANNUAL RIGHT TO LIFE OF MICHIGAN
CONFERENCE HOSTED BY RIGHT TO
LIFE OF HOLLAND AREA
SCHEDULE

WORKSHOPS

Holland Christian High School
950 Ottawa ,\vc .. Holland . Michigan
Fridc1y.scntemher 27 . 1996
Banquet : Tirnc:<j:30 p .rn.
.SPE,\KER: L. Brent Bozell
"Why the Prnlife Movement Must
Confront t'1c National Media"
SrHurclny. September 28.1996
7 a.m .-R:45 a .111
.
Rcgisrrarion
730 <1.111.-8:45
n.m .
Proycr Breakfast
o a.m ·I0 :15 a.m.
Workshor>
10:30 c1.m .-1l :45a.m .
Workshor>s repeated
Noon-1:30 r .m . PAC Luncheon
Annual Meeting
1:4.Sp .m. -3:00 p .rn.
General session
3 :15 p .m.-4:30 p.rn.
General session
Closing

,\BORTION THE BASICS: Judy Collins and Marge Moleck. Review and renew your prolife Knowl edge.
CENTS AND SENSIBILITIES: Brian Cusack. Making the most of fund raising opportunities .
EDUCATION: USING "THE RIGHT STUFF": Michele Kossack . Tips for the effective prolife amhassactor .
LIFE · GIVING CHOICES: Rebecca Wasser. Uncovering alternatives to abortion .
LOBBYING FOR LIFE: Edwc1rd Rivet. A workshop to cdueotc. update and motivare on key legislntive
issues .
PAC IT IN AT CONFERENCE '96 : Jane Muldoon ond Larry Galrnish . Election projects that mc:ike
a difference .
PLANNED GIVING: Susan Holland. J.D. and William Peper. JD .. Creating a legacy for life.
THE MEDIA: BYPASSING THE BIAS: Pamela Shcrstad. Minimizing media d<1mc1gcwhile mcJxirnizing
media benefit.

SPEAKERS

L. BRENT BOZELL. chairman of the Media Research center. will speak at 1he conference banquet. He
is a nationally syndicated au1hor whose writings have appeared in some of the most rres1igious
newsrarers in 1he country, including The Wall Street Journal. The Washing1on R:>sland National
Review. Mr. Bozell is one of the mos1 outspoken and effective leaders in critiquing the rcrforman cc
of the national media

Also Speaking:

l
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OLIVIA L. GANS --. director of American Vic1ims of Abortion sinc e 1985. will sreak c1ra
conference General session and address S1uden1s for Life. A vicrim of abortion herself.
Ms. Gans has sroken on post abortion syndrome and 01her abortion relate(1 issu es
throughout 1he United Stares. She regularly arrears on the nationally syndica1ect
programs Night line . Good Morning America . C-Span. CNN and Nalional Public Hactin

REV PAUL HONTZS. is rasror of cenrral Wesleyan Churcl1 in Holland . Michigan He is also ser,·cs ns
a trusrce of Indiana Wesleyan Universi1y in marion . Indiana. and as r1 member of the General l.3oorcl01
Adminisrra1ion of the Wesleyan denorninalion. In his twenty plus years of service at Central \\'csl cc111.
church a11e ndance has increased drama1ically . causing increases in 1hc number of full-time staff as Wl'II
as ex1ensive renovations to 1~1enow l 12-acre church grounds
MARY SENA,\IDER. co-founder of rhe Anti -Eut11anasrc1
Task Force. will sreak a1 a conference general session
Mrs.Senander currenrly serves as an advisor and/or
board member for Human Life Alliance of Minnesorc1.
Center for 1he rights of the Terminally Ill. Compassionare
Health care Network. and The catholic Defense Leagu e
of Minn . She is working on a book manuscrif)t.
This'll Kill You: Eu1hanasia and 1he "Right' to Die

..:
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Hopes run high for women's tennis squad
days against Lake Superior
ference season. Michelle
Bergman and Sara Wolters, State, Michigan Tech, nd
Northern Michigan.
both sophomores, also
"For such a young team
return
coming
off
all-conhe 1996 Grand Valley
to
start off the season like
.
ference
seasons
of
their
State University
this
will definitely be a
own.
Women's Tennis team
test
of
wills," Sutherland
Rounding
out
the
returnis young, but has coach
said.
ers are Ann Wilton and
Tim Sutherland's hopes
After the road trip, the
Jessica Markillie, both varhigh.
team
will return home to
"We could move up a cou- sity letter winners.
face
conference
foe Saginaw
A strong freshmen class
ple spots from last year,"
Valley State University folincludes Katherine Chong,
Sutherland said.
lowed by a match against
The team took fifth place Beth Waligorski, and Sara
Northwood University .
Schump.
in the Great Lakes ·
Chemistry should be on
A large crop of transfer
Intercollegiate Athletic
the Laker's side this seastudents should also help
Conference (GLIAC) last
son.
the team's cause. Heather
year with a 6-5 record in
"I don't think I've ever
Wilbur of Grand Rapids
conference. The Lakers
coached
a team with this
Community
College,
Rachel
also finished with an
much
camaraderie,"
said
Blanchard
from
St.
Mary's
impressive 11-5 overall
Sutherland.
of
Notre
Dame,
and
record and could very well
No matter where the
Jennifer Galmish from
top both feats in 1996.
team
finishes this year,
Cumberland College of
A strong recruiting class
there
is great promise for
Tennessee are welcomed
and some key retuming
the years to come.
additions to the squad.
players :.cpplcl ~ean a good
All this adds up to
The young team will be
year for ·Sutherland's
high expectations for
challenged early, however.
Lakers.
Sutherland.
After playing only two
Junior Kelli Laenen, the
"Such a young team
home matches, they11 head
Jone upperclassmen on the
makes our future very
off to the upper peninsula
team, returns, looking for
bright," he said.
for three matches in three
her third straight all-con-

BY JIM FISCHER
. STAFF WRITER
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Be A Life
Saver-

·Become A
Plasma
Donor!
Receive
$20.00

for every
donation.

r-----1Sera-Tee Coupon

I

GVSU women's soccer takes
its second victory
over three weeks."
The Laker defense
stepped up to support
freshmen goalkeeper
he Women's Varsity
Jennifer
Stout who
soccer team increased
received
the
shut-out and
their record to 2-0
the win, with three saves
after a shut-out on
for Grand Valley.
Saturday against Taylor
"I feel the team
University, Indiana.
played very well as a
The first goal of the
whole," Stout said. "With
game came at 31:12 of the
first half. Senior midfield- such a strong defense to
support me I only had a
er Theresa Richardson
scored her first goal of the few shots made on me the
season on an 11-yard shot. entire game. I am feeling
more comfortable· in the
She was assisted by freshnet, but will most likely
men Kristen Pietras.
not play the whole seaThroughout the first
half, GVSU was the domi- son."
With thirty-three total
nating force, outshooting
shots and twenty-three
Taylor 11-1. With less
than 30 seconds left in the shots on Taylor's goal,
Grand Valley's offense
half, forward Kristen
played as well as head
Pietras scored unassisted
coach Dago Cortes.
to increase Grand Valley's
"It's going to be hard to
lead to 2-0.
tell what we have to do in
"The team played well,
we are really beginning to the near future," Cortes
click as a team," Pietras
said. "These first few
said. "We have been work- games will be good for us,
ing on our passing game
to let us know what we11
and are working towards . have to do."
becoming a strong passing
Scoring leaders Kristen
Pietras and Theresa
team."
In the second half,
Richardson have both
proven to be great assets.
Grand Valley continued to
Pietras and Richardson
dictate the pace of the
both have three goals,
game.
while the former has an
With her second goal of
assist, as well.
the game, Theresa
Looking forward to the
Richardson put an unasnext game on Thursday
sisted shot into Taylor's
September, 12 against
net to stretch the lead to
Siena Heights College, the
3-0.
team is not really sure
"The team played more
consistently this game,"
what to expect.
"We don't really know
Richardson commented . "In
anything about the team,
practice this week we
said Richardson. "We11just
worked on rotating more
go out and play our best."
on the field, that helped
This will be Grand
our game.
Valley's away contest.
"The team is really
They will play at Siena
getting used to playing
Heights College today .
with each other after just
BY AMY GRIFFITHS
STAFF WRITER

T

New donors receive $30.00 j
on first donation.

I --
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--

--

--

BE A PLASMA DONOR ...
BECAUSE LIFE IS
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
Mon./fhrs ....................8-5
Tues./Wed./Fri. .............8-5:30

SUBS• SALADS

Sera-Tee Biologicals
Limited Partnership
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335

4154 Lake Michigan Dr. N.W .
Standale. Ml 49544
791-6565
Showyourstudent1.0.andgeta mediumsizedrink
reewithany6 or 12 inchsubpurchase.(Until
10/12/96

CAL1.. B?J- 1,1,11

or 'i'l'I-
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CLASSIFIEDS PLUS

Opponunity
HelpWanted
the Lanthornis the placefor you!!
ForSale
is seek- We arecurrentlyin needof a distri- '83 Skyhawk w/AM FMCassette.
The
Gathering TheOasisHotTubGardens
. Thejob pays$4.25 Sunroof.newertires& exhaust.
scholar- ing one reliable,responsiblean~ butionmanager
http://www.takeme.com
Lots
individualfor parttime for 5 hourson Wednesday
ships,academic
& careerresources. enthusiastic
night. If of newer parts under the hood.
posi- interestedcall nm at the Lanthorn $600.00 Call(61
internships,
sports.news.entertain- cleaningand groundskeeping
_6) 669-3574.(9-19)
andSundaymorn- officeat 895-2460
ment. travel, music,debatesand tion on Saturday
.
ings.12-15 hrsperweek. $6.00to
1000of links.(10-31)
start, increasing
within the first 90
ForSale
days. Applyat Oasis5041Alpine 1987Subaruwagon.Greatshape,
Opponunity
For only $0.10per word you can Ave.NWContact
Beth.(9/19)
no rust, 120,000miles,runsgreat,
placea Lanthorn
classifiedad. Call ___________
4WD,stickshift.Asking$3,000
. Call
the Lanthornofficeat 895-2460,
or
HelpWanted
892-9288
(9-19)
stopin to 100Commons.
tf
$8per/ hrGuaranteed!
If youare
Paris
18 yearsold with a good driving
ForSale
HongKong
Oppqrtunity
record,drive deliveryfor Domino's Casiographing
calculator.386
Tokyo
FREE
TRIPS& CASH!Findouthow pizzaandearncash. Insidepeople functions.Used for threemonths.
hundreds
of studentrepresentativesalsowanted,paying$5per/ hr.
Likenew.$50.Call892-9288
(9-19)
are alreadyearningFREE
TRIPS
and Call669-•. (10/17)BOX
Business
Opportunities
LOTSOFCASHwith America's
#1 ----------EARN
$500or moreweeklystuffing
SpringBreakcompany!Sellonly
HelpWanted
envelopes
at home.SendlongSASE
15 trips and travelfree! Cancun, HelpWanted-Foodservers,cooks, to: CountryLivingShoppers,
Dept.
Bahamas,Mazatlan,Jamaica or 10 minutesfrom GVSU$8-10per BJa,P.O
. Box1779,Denham
Springs,'lliil-lllii111~.:::.:.::::...:-.-~1
.Florida!CAMPUS
MANAGER
POSI- hour.Call Kirk or Lori or applyat LA70727(10-3)
TIONSALSOAVAILABLE.
Callnow! Yellow Jacket Inn. 12011 Lake
TAKEA BREAKSTUDENT
TRAVEL MichiganDr. 846-2301.
(9/19)
ForSale
(BOO)
95-BREAK!
(9/26)
Dorm Refrigerator
for sale,works
HelpWanted
perfectlybut not needed.Goodfor
The Lanthornwants you!! If yau anywhere.3.5cu.ft. $70.Please
Opportunity
call EURAILPASSES
/\ V ,\ I I ,", I I I
r ,
I • • , ' \J I '
SmashingPumpkinsTickt1111 haveworkstudyandneeda job,then Adam892-9404
(9-12)
Mustsell
twoticketsto FridaySetp. ,-----------------------------------.......
20 th show in Lansing. Call 458by Nate Scott
3874. (9/12)

Leftovers

Opportunity
FundraiserPlan now for the Fall.
Greatopportunity"for
motivatedand
organized
groupsto earn$500+promotingtop clients.at yourcampus.
CallGinato get priorityfor the best
Fall dates.Call Ginaat (800)5922121ext.110. (9/12)
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Opponunity
SPRINGBREAK
'97-SELL
TRIPS,
EARNCASH,& GOFREE.STSis
hiring CAMPUS REPS/GROUPS
ORGANIZERS
to promotetrips to
· Cancun. Jamaica.andFlorida
. Call
800-648-4849for informationon
joining America's#1 StudentTour
Operator.
(912)
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Message
HeyMelissawiththeRedFiero.still
waiting for youto call me. Chris.
(9/12)

TODAY at GVSU ... by Rick Rossow
Oil ,ROTillR'
LOOKATTAAT
OUlSYIIOO':,llR

Government/Public
Policy
Internships
Bea partof thelegislative
process
by 1
interningfor the Ml Houseof Reps
.
Gaincredit w/flexiblehours. Get
valuableexperience
in a professional
atmosphere
andbuilda networkof
contacts. Call Mike Frederick
@517
/373-1150. (9-11)
.
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HelpWanted

Attention

CustomerService-High energy.
self-directedindividualsneededto
help staff beautiful new hot tub
rentalfacility.Greatatmosphere,
fun
people.flexible schedule20 to 25
hoursperweek. Applyin personat
OasisHotTubGardens
. 5041Alpine
Ave. NW Comstock
Park.Ml (9/19)

We have currentinformationconcerningabortion.infanticide
. assist
edsuicide.euthanasia.
adoption.
and
CrisisPregnancy
Centers.Contact:
Rightto Lifeof HollandArea.100S.
Waverly Ad. Holland,Ml.. 49423.
Phone396-1037 Our Website:
http:// www.rtl.org
E-mail:
info@rtl.org
(4-17)

HelpWanted
Coopersville
BurgerKing. Hiring
all shifts.all positions
. paycommensurate with experience.flexible
scheduling. insurance available.
long-termhighpayingcareeropportunitiescall (616)837
-9770 Askfor
James
. (10/10)
HelpWanted

Opponunity
FreeHamsters
3-weeks old. ready
for adoption
. If interested.
call 9561665
. (9-12)

W~ATA lA GOON
ANIITHAT
STUPID
LOOKING
MASK
.
»CX.O
ON~ l'M ONA ROUHERL
.

Responsible
adultneeded
to carefor
two childrenin the Standalearea
Thursdays
. 530prn to midnight
Musthaveowntransportation.
Call
JaneKuipers.895-2565
(work).4532404(home)Pay$4.50/hour(9/12)
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MOCK, from page 3
investment in your
future," said Maggie
Gadomski, Psi/Chi
Treasurer.
The actual GRE is scheduled for Saturday, October
12.

Those intersted in taking
the MockGRE can sign up,
beginning Sep~ember 11, at
Kirkhof
C~nter;
'. " .
., .... . . .::· '· : ,· ..
,

• Completemultimedia computer customizefor students
• CampusZ-Station®features:
•
•
•
•

Powerful lntele processor
large capacity hard drive
Plenty of memoryto run today's hottest applications
Plug& Playinto your campusnetworkwith a high-speedmodem

Processor

Pentium 100 MHz

Pentium 133 MHz

Pentium 166 MHz

Hard drtve

1.2GB

1.6GB

2.1GB

Monitor

14" (13.2" viewable)

15" (13. 7" viewable)

15" (13. 7" viewable)

Price

$1799

$2199

$2499

with LANcard

$1899*

$2299

$2599

• Desktop Systemsinclude Microsoft®Natural®Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse

Experience Campus2-Starion.

• Loadedwith Microsoft software for study and fun

The Computer Store

• Microsoft Office for Windows95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPoint,Microsoft Access,Schedule+,Encarta96
Encyclopedia,Microsoft Internet Assistants
• MicrosoftWindows95 with MicrosoftInternetExplorer2.0
• Microsoft Plus!
• Gamesfor Windows95
• Norton AntiVirus and more

• Hewlett PackardColor DeskJetavailable
• Ask about Microsoft Programmer'sDreamPack

616-895-2130

http://www.1.ds.com
education@zds.com

